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Steve Brixton, top detective, rescuer of quilts and also America, has opened up his own

agency. He has a crime lab that doubles as a bedroom. He has a chum named Dana. And he

has lots of business cards. So when the Fairview Diamond goes missing, he knows just what to

do. But when a simple track-and-retrieve spirals out of control, Steve finds himself in the middle

of his biggest case yet: MacArthur Bart, the author of Steve’s beloved Bailey Brothers books,

has been abducted!With the aid of his handy Bailey Brothers Detective Handbook and one

very reluctant Dana, Steve will confront goons, bullies, and maybe a bee or two, all to rescue

America’s #1 Mystery King.
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GHOSTWRITERSECRETCHAPTER ISUNDAYIT WAS SUNDAY, which was Steve Brixton’s

least favorite day of the week, and the sun was setting, which was Steve Brixton’s least favorite

part of a Sunday. But Steve was on his living room couch reading Bailey Brothers #19: The

Strange Case of the Strangest Stranger, which was part of Steve Brixton’s most favorite series

of all time: the Bailey Brothers Mysteries.The Bailey Brothers Mysteries were fifty-eight high-

octane adventures featuring Shawn and Kevin Bailey, two quick-thinking, hard-punching teens

who never met a case they couldn’t crack, a motorcycle they couldn’t ride, or an avalanche



they couldn’t cause and subsequently survive. Sleuthing ran in their family: They were the sons

of the great American detective Harris Bailey, and they were terrific sleuths in their own

right.There were fifty-eight thrilling and perfect Bailey Brothers mysteries in all—starting with

Bailey Brothers #1: The Treasure in Trouble Harbor and ending with Bailey Brothers #58:

Spacejacked!—all written by the same author, MacArthur Bart.MacArthur Bart, a.k.a. America’s

Mystery King, a.k.a. Steve’s hero, had also written the book Steve loved above all others: The

Bailey Brothers’ Detective Handbook. The handbook was packed with Real Crime-Solving Tips

—stuff like How to Make a Plaster Cast of a Scoundrel’s Shoe Print, and Surefire Methods for

Defusing Some Kinds of Time Bombs. Basically all the high-level supersleuth stuff.Steve had

the handbook pretty much memorized, but he still carried it around with him wherever he went.

In fact Steve had all the plots to the Bailey Brothers Mysteries memorized, but he still liked

reading the books second and third times. Plus it was research, since a few weeks ago Steve

had officially opened his own business, the Brixton Brothers Detective Agency. Steve didn’t

have a brother, or even a sister, but putting “brothers” in the name of your detective agency

was a great way to make it sound totally ace.Right now Steve didn’t have a case to work on,

which was why he was lying on the couch—the living room aglow with the last of the day’s sun

—and finishing chapter eighteen of his book. A gang of car thieves had just captured the Bailey

Brothers and was holding the boys in a sea-cave hideout:“You creeps will never get away with

this!” dark-haired Shawn Bailey hollered. “Crime doesn’t pay!”The large lawbreaker with the

salt-and-pepper beard looked up from the game of cards. “It doesn’t, eh?” he growled. “Then

hows come we’ve got enough tourin’ cars and roadsters stashed away in the old barn to make

a fortune?”Shawn and Kevin exchanged a knowing glance. Now they knew where the

lawbreakers were stowing the stolen cars! If only they could get free and notify the police.

Behind their backs the brothers redoubled their efforts to undo the knots that bound their

hands.“Gin!” shouted the tattooed crook, slapping his cards on the table. “I win again!”The

bearded hood turned to his fellow criminal and frowned. “Go sit on a stalactite, Charlie.”“I think

you mean stalagmite,” interrupted Kevin, who had taken honors in geology. “Stalactites grow

from the roof, and stalagmites grow from the ground.”“An easy way to remember,” Shawn

chimed in, “is that the c in ‘stalactite’ stands for ‘ceiling,’ and the g in ‘stalagmite’ stands for

‘ground.’”“Enough!” roared the bearded lowlife. “I’m gettin’ tired of all this jabberin’. Charlie, gag

this pair of Goody Two-shoes until Smokestacks Samuels gets back and tells us what to do

with them.”The man called Charlie stood up and grinned. Gripping two oily rags in his tattooed

hand, he limped over to the corner of the cavern where Shawn and Kevin were kept. “This

ought to muffle youse two.” He sauntered up to Shawn first and reached for the boy’s face.Just

then, Shawn untied the last knot and freed his hands. Quickly, he brought his fist around in a

powerful haymaker punch to Charlie’s solar plexus! The goon collapsed on the limestone

floor.“You kayoed him, Shawn!” whooped Kevin. “Coach Biltmore would be proud!”Shawn

grinned and removed the knife from Charlie’s belt. He hurried over to his brother, making sure

to hold the knife with its blade pointing down while he ran, and quickly sawed through Kevin’s

bonds.Meanwhile the big bearded baddie was lumbering toward them, holding a blackjack in

his left hand. “It’s gonna be fun whackin’ you two over the head,” he snarled.“One, two, three!”

counted Kevin, and at once the two brothers bum-rushed their opponent. The large man flew

back against the cavern wall and slumped to the floor, unconscious. “Jumping junipers!” Kevin

exclaimed, brushing his blond hair aside. “We sure took care of those two!”“You bet we did,” his

younger brother replied. “Now what do you say we tie them up and hide out in this cave? I’ll bet

you dollars to doorknobs Smokestacks Samuels will be back any minute.”“We can surprise

him!” Shawn agreed. “Then we’ll learn his real identity!”“I can’t wait to find out who the



ringleader of the Viper Gang really is,” Kevin remarked.Suddenly a silhouette appeared on the

rocky outcrop near the roof of the cavern. A high, clear voice rang out in the darkness. “You

boys will never make it out of here alive. Nobody messes with Smokestacks Samuels!”Just

then, a high, clear voice rang out in the Brixton household. Steve froze.CHAPTER IIPOLICE

TROUBLE“STEVE, DINNER!” He put down his book.Sunday was Taco Night. Steve hated Taco

Night—most of the bright yellow shells were broken before they even got out of the box, and

the ones that weren’t just snapped in your hand when you tried to load them up. Steve got off

the couch and trudged into the dining room.His mom, Carol Brixton, was already sitting at the

table. So was a man with a blond mustache, tan uniform, and shiny badge.Great. It was

Rick.Rick was Steve’s mom’s boyfriend and Steve’s number one enemy—after lawbreakers

and evildoers, that is. (And honestly, Steve hoped that one day he would discover that Rick

actually was a lawbreaker—then his mom would have to break up with him—although more

and more it seemed like he was probably just a doofus.) Rick always came over for dinner on

Sundays. One more reason to hate the day.Rick wielded his taco like a flick-knife.“Grab a taco,”

said Steve’s mom.“All right!” said Rick. Rick had already taken the only unbroken taco shell and

was now rolling up his right sleeve. There, on his bicep, was a tattoo. “Check it out, Steve. I just

got it.” The skin on Rick’s arm was still a little puffy.The Bailey Brothers’ Detective Handbook

has some interesting things to say on the subject of tattoos:Shawn and Kevin Bailey size up

everyone they meet: You never know who might be a villain in disguise! Remember that fable

about the wolf in sheep’s clothing? Well, sometimes criminals are like wolves, except instead of

sheep’s clothing they wear the clothing of normal, law-abiding citizens. But even though you

can change your outfit, there’s one thing you can’t change: tattoos! Almost all criminals have

tattoos, and if you’re an expert like the Bailey Brothers, those tattoos tell you what kinds of

criminals they are. Here are some common criminal tattoos and what they mean:Safecracker

Car Thief Smuggler Smuggler Who Fakes a Haunted House to Conceal His Hideout Cat

Burglar Forger Blackmailer Racketeer or Hit Man Corporate Crook Unfortunately,

none of those tattoos matched what Rick had on his arm, which looked like this:“What is it?”

Steve asked.“It’s a dragon speaking the Chinese character for courage,” Rick said, like it was

the most obvious thing in the world.Steve squinted at the tattoo. “It looks like the dragon is

eating the Chinese character for courage.”Rick frowned. “Well, it’s not.”“Okay.”“Have a taco

shell,” Carol said, and put two pieces of shell on Steve’s plate.“What were you reading in there,

Steve?” Rick asked.“Bailey Brothers.”Rick chuckled, which meant that he was laughing at a

joke he was about to make. “Shoulda known. Seems like you’re reading more mysteries than

you’re solving there, detective.”“Well, I’ve only had a detective agency for a couple of weeks,

Rick,” Steve said.“I can’t believe you’re letting him do this, Carol,” Rick said as he shook a

spoonful of refried beans toward his taco shell, trying to dislodge the brown mash.“Oh, come

on, Rick,” Carol said. “It’s just a little hobby.”“It’s not a hobby, Mom,” Steve said. “It’s a

profession.”Rick rolled his eyes. “Profession. You think you can be a detective just because you

got lucky on that one little job.” Rick was referring to Steve’s first case, The Case of the Case of

Mistaken Identity, when Steve had saved the United States of America.“But Steve,” Rick

continued, “fighting crime is a job for grown-ups. Well-trained, efficient, intelligent grown-ups.

People like me.” Rick was grabbing some shredded lettuce from the bowl in the middle of the

table. He was using his hand, even though there was a pair of salad tongs right in the bowl. “If

you ask me, these Bailey Brothers books are giving you funny ideas. Kid detectives! Ha!” He

actually said “Ha!” instead of laughing. Steve clenched his fist and cracked the piece of taco

shell in his hand.“You know,” said Rick, stroking his mustache thoughtfully, then putting his

hand back in the lettuce bowl. “I should write a book about solving mysteries. I could do a much



better job than what’s-his-name, Mark Borneo—”“MacArthur Bart.”“Yeah, him. My book, well, it

would be about guys like me. Adult detectives. Police detectives. Guys who solve cases

through research and diligence and elbow grease. There wouldn’t be any of these ridiculous

car chases and explosions.”“That sounds like a really fun book, Rick,” said Steve with a straight

face. His mom smiled a little.“It would be fun!” said Rick. “Fun and educational. I’ll betcha that

Bart guy doesn’t know anything about real-life crime.”“You know there are salad tongs, right,

Rick?” said Steve.“Steve!” said Steve’s mom. She wasn’t smiling anymore.For a minute the only

sound was the crunching of taco shells.“Alls I’m saying,” Rick said, “is that when I was Steve’s

age, I had normal hobbies, like football and chasing girls.” Carol frowned. Rick added, “And I

was on the debate team.”Steve found that hard to believe.Carol took a sip of water. “Maybe you

should join the debate team, Steve.”“Great idea,” said Rick.“Except our school doesn’t have a

debate team,” said Steve.“Start one!” Rick and Carol said at the same time, and then started

laughing together.This was bad, even for a Sunday.“When I—”Rick’s cell phone went off. His

ring tone was a few bars of smooth jazz, repeated over and over again. Steve hated smooth

jazz.Rick let the phone ring for a bit, bobbing his head and grinning. Then he answered it.

“Sergeant Elliot here.… Hi, Chief.… Really? … Oh, wow.… I’ll be there right away. Yeah, yeah,

I’m on the case.”He flipped the phone closed and stood up. “Sorry, guys. Gotta go. Big case.

Huge. And Chief Clumber wants me to take the lead on it.”“Do you really have to go now?”

asked Carol.“Duty calls,” said Rick. He looked at Steve and smiled. “Time to do some of that

real detective work I was telling you about,” he said, tapping the side of his head. There was a

piece of lettuce in his hair.He gave Carol a kiss and Steve a nod and hurried out the door.

Steve’s mom was quiet. Now that Rick had left in the middle of dinner, she’d be in a bad mood.

You didn’t need to be a detective to figure that out.For the rest of the meal Steve just let his

mom vent about her boss at the hospital, and when they were finished eating, Steve cleared

the table and did the dishes without his mom having to ask. As he scrubbed a skillet, he

thought about Rick out on a big case. He looked down at the pan. Food was burned and stuck

to the bottom, and it wasn’t coming off. Sundays were awful.He put the pan in the dish drainer

and went upstairs to his crime lab.CHAPTER IIIA STRANGE CALLTHE DOOR TO STEVE’S

CRIME LAB, a.k.a. his bedroom, had a piece of Scotch tape that ran for a few inches along its

bottom and connected to the jamb. The tape was a security system—if the tape was loose,

someone had broken into Steve’s room. (Villains were always breaking into the Bailey Brothers’

crime lab to scare them off their cases.) Steve checked the tape to see if it was intact. It

was.Two weeks ago, when Steve had decided to open his own detective agency, he had used

the hundred dollars his grandma had given him last Christmas and converted half his bedroom

(which was not all that large) into a crime lab. He’d modeled it on the Bailey Brothers’

headquarters.Steve Brixton was now the proud owner of the following sleuthing tools:• One

typewriter, missing the T key, which was unfortunately needed to type Steve’s name. The

Brixton family computer worked better, but his mom wouldn’t let him keep it in his room. Plus

the sound of the keys clacking was pretty ace.• One metal detector, for finding buried treasure,

bought secondhand at the Ocean Park Pawn Shop, which technically was “off-limits” to Steve

but only because his mom didn’t understand the art of detection.• One ten-pound bag of

plaster of Paris, for casting footprints and tire-tread marks.• Assorted mustaches (handlebar,

biker, one that looked like an old black-and-white movie star’s, and another that looked like Mr.

Mike’s, his PE teacher.)• A disguise chest containing one sailor suit, one milkman outfit, and

one Soviet uniform that was a couple of sizes too big.• Lots of rope, because you never know

when you’re going to need some rope.He’d also budgeted for a Dictaphone, which was a

machine that Shawn and Kevin used to record all their crime-solving theories for their mom to



type out later. But apparently you couldn’t buy a Dictaphone anymore, so Steve spent the rest

of his money on Jolly Ranchers. Jolly Ranchers weren’t really a detective tool per se, but they

were his favorite candy. Well, really, the green Jolly Ranchers were his favorite candy. He’d

eaten all those on the first day (his tongue had turned green and slick, and the depressions of

his molars had filled to the top with hard apple-flavored sugar). Steve had thrown out all the

grapes, because grape was a bad flavor of any candy, always. He’d gotten rid of the blue

raspberries, too—they didn’t taste that bad, but their neon color made Steve uncomfortable.

Nothing in nature was that color. Maybe the water around an electric eel. Certainly not any fruit.

Anyway, now Steve had a huge bag of red Jolly Ranchers. And this was a problem. Because

his second favorite flavor, watermelon, was red, but so was the flavor he hated most: cherry,

a.k.a. disgusting cough syrup. And since watermelon and cherry looked exactly the same,

Steve was constantly putting the wrong one in his mouth and then spitting it out. (The name of

the flavor was printed on the wrapper in such tiny writing that you pretty much had to use a

magnifying glass to read it, and who had one of those handy? Okay, Steve did, but it’s not like

he had time to launch an investigation every time he wanted a candy.)And then, of course, in

Steve’s backpack were the three items indispensable to all detectives—a notebook, flashlight,

and magnifying glass—plus his secret book-box, which Steve had made himself by hollowing

out the middle of an old copy of the Guinness Book of World Records. Steve was all set to

solve a mystery, as soon as one presented itself.In the meantime Steve would do what he had

done every Sunday for the last two years: write a letter to MacArthur Bart, the author of the

Bailey Brothers Mysteries. He mailed the letters care of Bart’s publisher in New York, but

MacArthur Bart never wrote back. The only mail Steve ever got was Highlights magazine,

which as far as Steve could tell was read only by toddlers and dentists. His grandmother had

bought a subscription years ago, and it wouldn’t stop coming.Anyway, Steve didn’t hold

MacArthur Bart’s silence against him. Maybe MacArthur Bart was busy working on a new

Bailey Brothers book (it seriously had been decades since the last book had come out). Or

maybe the publishing company wasn’t forwarding his mail (although Steve had written more

than a hundred letters). Whatever the case, MacArthur Bart would definitely have a good

reason for not writing back, so Steve had already forgiven him. Besides, how could you be mad

at a guy who wrote top-notch stories like The Strange Case of the Strangest Stranger?So

Steve sat down at his desk and started typing, leaving spaces to write the t’s in later:Dear Mr.

Bar,I ‘s me again, S eve Brix on. I hope you received he clipping I mailed you las week from he

Ocean Park Forum. I was abou my new de ec ive agency, and I men ion you and your books. I

don’ have much to repor his week--no cases or any hing. I guess Ocean Park isn’ as exci ing as

Benson Bay--seems like he Bailey Bro hers always have a case o work on, even hough

Benson Bay has 3 de ec ives: Shawn, Kevin, and heir dad. I guess i has only been a couple

weeks since my firs case. Anyway, I know I always ask you his, bu are you ever going o wri e

ano her Bailey Bro hers book?Rick was over for dinner onigh. Remember I wro e you abou

him? He said he could wri e a be er de ec ive book han you. I almos laughed in his face. He

doesn’ evenThe phone rang. Steve stood to go answer it, but his mom got to it first.“Steve,

phone!” she yelled from the living room.“Who is it?” Steve yelled back.“Don’t yell from upstairs,

Steve!”“But you’re yelling too!”“Don’t be a smart mouth! Come get this phone!”He ran down to

the living room and took the handset from his mom.“Is this Mr. Brixton, the detective?” asked a

quavering voice on the other end of the line.
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Pop Bop, “Going Strong. In his first effort, ("The Case of the Case of Mistaken Identity"),

Barnett successfully walked the line between parody and self-satisfied superiority. That's a

hard thing to do, especially when the target is as easy as the old Hardy Boys books. It's also

hard, because even though you are having fun teasing the Hardy Boys phenomenon, you are

actually yourself just writing a hipper, funnier, cooler version of the Hardy Boys for a more

modern young reader. It's easy to drift into insulting or annoying the very reader you seek.

Well, Barnett succeeds admirably. He has fun with the Hardy Boys, but clearly has an affection

for the whole gee-whiz, boys own, mystery/adventure genre. He's just updating it. And I'm

thrilled about that, because I honestly don't know if my grandsons will ever appreciate the old

Hardy Boys books, but I strongly suspect that they will get into the Brixton Brothers. And this

second effort follows well on the track set out by the first book. It's a little less deadpan, and a

little more "exciting", but still true to the original in its cheerful vibe. It's also a fairly good

mystery. Also, and this is important to me, its fun is not built on farts and boogers, or frantic

silliness, or worn out conventions, (my sister's a dope; my parents are dopes; an alien made

me do it). The fun is that Steve Brixton is so earnest, so sincere, and so honorable in his belief

in "detectives", that you immediately admire him, bond with him and root for him. (Sort of like

the way you admire Sam Spade or Philip Marlowe.) And isn't all of that a tremendous bonus in

a book that is in any event, really a fun read? I just think it's "Ace".”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Missing Author. This series is hilarious! Loosely based on the old

Hardy Boys series, there are lots of puns and similar names and circumstances. This is book

#2 of the Brixton Brothers series.Twelve year-old Steve Brixton, who has no siblings, formed

The Brixton Brothers Detective Agency to model it after his favorite 58 book mystery series, the

Bailey Brothers, written by MacArthur Bart. No new books have been written for 30 years.

Steve gets a case concerning a missing diamond but he quickly solves it. Steve has written

letters to his idol MacArthur Bart for years with no reply. Then the man contacts him but when

he goes to meet him he discovers that the author is missing. Soon Steve is involved with the

mysterious B. Syndicate. Every step of the way he refers to the Bailey Brothers' Detective

Handbook to find out what he should do in various situations. The author, Mac Barnett, has

written a very clever series.”

LeighAnne, “Thank You Mac!. Knowing that authors occasionally check out their Amazon

reviews, I am directing this review right at author Mac Barnett-As the Mom of a dyslexic child

who has had difficulty getting her son to pick up a book, I can't thank you enough for this

wonderful series. My son came home from school with The Case of the Case of the Mistaken

Identity (the first book in the series) and could not put it down! He read at night, in the

mornings, walking down the hall! He even asked if he could forgo his 30 min of playstation and

keep reading!!! It was wonderful to see. However, when the book was over and the library did

not have the second book, I ordered it for him online. My son watched me order it .. . then

asked me hourly for 4 days when it would be here. He tracked it on line, watched for the mail

man, the UPS guy, Fex EX - anyone who might have this treasure for him! Thank goodness for



your website to keep us busy those few days. Book 2 arrived (finally) while my son was at

school, I left it for him on the table and I have not seen him since. That was two days ago.In all

seriousness, this book unlocked a love and passion to read in my child that I had never seen

before. Tonight, as he lay next to me reading this book, stopping to tell me stories, or to ask me

what a word means I almost started to cry. Watching him learn to love to read is such a

beautiful gift. Thank you Mac - from the bottom of my heart - thank you for unlocking this part of

my son.Now, if you could just tell me where I can pick up all the handy dandy spy/detective

equipment my son now wants for Christmas, I would be even more grateful!Keep the books

coming Mac - you have a beautiful gift!”

Cathy C. Bonnell, “Do you love jolly ranchers?. What's not to love about this 2nd in the series of

what I hope will be many more adventure/detective stories starring the resourceful Steve

Brixton--no he doesn't have a brother. Mac Barnett has a very readable style of subtle humor

that adults reading to kids will enjoy too. The long description of Steve's love of Jolly Rancher

is hilarious.”

Sue, “This author is super funny! My both of my sons have enjoyed .... This author is super

funny! My both of my sons have enjoyed this series very much. I have read them (I always try

and read the books too so we can talk about them). I was very entertained as well.”

Dorinda Olstad, “Already looking forward to the next one :). My son and I are reading this

together. It's the second Brixton Brothers book we have read and we love it! It is well written

and funny. There's nothing better than to share a laugh with your child, at any age. We will be

buying the next book as soon as we finish this one!”

BCasale, “Purchased this for my 8 year old and he loved the story. Purchased this for my 8

year old and he loved the story. He was so interested that we had to purchase the other 2

books.”

Abby, “Nice series for boys. Purchased this for my Grandson who enjoys the series. For a non-

reader that was a wonderful surprise.  Would recommend this book.”

markam, “Excellent!. My eight year old son has already read this book a few times and yet it is

currently his bedtime story. Says alot to me when he reads a book over and over again, which

is not the case with most of his books. Great story telling by Mac Barnett here.”

Elikal, “Like all parts of the series, very funny and entertaining! ^^. I just love the Brixton

Brothers series. I hope the author writes many more. It is a bit a parody on Hardy Boys and all

sort of boy detective stories, but so funny and nice, it just is a very entertaining read.”

Canadian Rebel, “My young nephew seemed to enjoy this book. My little nephew enjoyed this

book and said he was happy that I bought it for him.  If he's happy, I'm happy”

The book by Mac Barnett has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 46 people have provided feedback.
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